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UNL

The DOMA team is
a distributed team
working across
UIUC, Morgridge,
U Chicago, UCSD,
UCSC, UNL, and
UW.
Morgridge
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U Chicago

* Planned start in
Year 2

UCSC

UCSD

Not Pictured: Wen Guan @ UW
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Unifying DOMA Vision

Areas where DOMA

The DOMA team is working across the following
areas:
• Modeling: understanding how we utilize the
data management systems today and potential
impact of changes.
• Organization: What data is written to disk and
how it is serialized.
• Management: Bulk data movement between
storage facilities.
• Access: how “data sinks” – compute clusters or
analysis systems – accesses the data.
The strength of the team is we can have an end-toend system view!

team is working
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Specific Year 1 Technical Projects

Data Modeling – curating datasets from LHC monitoring and validating their contents.
Data Organization - work on Skyhook DM to provide higher-level semantics to data
storage for HEP.
Data Management - enabling alternatives for the GridFTP-based ecosystem.
Data Access - Introducing cache-based models (using XCache) into more common use in
LHC. Beginning work on event-based data delivery (IDDS/ServiceX).
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IRIS-HEP as an Intellectual Hub
More than the technical projects, DOMA work includes significant external collaborations:
• The international WLCG DOMA activity is the umbrella for WLCG-wide activities in
the DOMA area
• Of the three active working groups (ACCESS, TPC, QoS), two are co-lead with
effort in IRIS.
• Through this, we are closely embedded with the USLHC Ops programs.
• Skyhook DM project at UCSC has ties far outside the “traditional HEP” realm. For
example, this allows us to interact with groups like the HDF Group, Ceph community.
Many of these ties (particularly UCSC) came out of the conceptualization process leading
up to the institute’s creation.
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WLCG Data Access Working Group
The WLCG DOMA Data Access working group, colead by Würthwein, is working to understand the current
data access patterns and potential new methodologies.
• Contributions from IRIS-HEP and the larger WLCG
community.
• Provides a forum for an exchange of ideas and
coordinating across experiments.
• Significant activity focusing on data modeling and
exploring usage of caches in our computing systems.
As part of our milestones, we are working on a write-up
of the IRIS-HEP modeling activities in this area.
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Example modeled hit rate for a cache
based in Southern California
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Homepage of the
WLCG working group

Moving Bulk Data in the WLCG
There is a strong movement in the community to
move from niche protocols for bulk data movement
to more standardized ones such as HTTP.
• Bockelman co-leads the working group within the
WLCG for “third party copy’ (TPC).
During IRIS-HEP, HTTP-TPC has gone from small
test transfers to scale tests on servers to scale tests in
the WLCG DOMA community.
• Demonstrated HTTP’s ability to achieve speeds
similar to GridFTP on dedicated server hardware.
• In July, ATLAS even enabled the protocol for a
week for test transfers in their Rucio instance.
Many lessons learned fed back to the WG.
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XCache – Cache-based data access
A significant portion of the data delivery needs – for both analysis and
production – can be improved by a site-local cache:
• Analysis has a traditional “cache-friendly” workload with many
repeated data reads.
• Production benefits from the latency-hiding effects of having a
nearby data source.
XCache (the XRootD software configured in caching mode) is an
implementation providing LHC-scale data volumes with our
communities protocols and authentication mechanisms.
• IRIS-HEP – across many areas – has been working with the
XCache team to understand the performance, optimal deployment
scenarios, and help improve the packaging for use on Kubernetes.
• Progress in the community: US CMS is beginning to deploy
XCache at Tier-2 sites for use with NanoAOD.
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The “SoCal” cache setup – a
distributed caching instance setup
that delivers analysis data to San
Diego and Caltech. Over 1PB of
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analysis data moved.

See presentation by Weinberg at

Intelligent Data Delivery Service

June’s ATLAS S&C Week

After data is made available to a storage service, we must deliver it to an end system.
We think of a cache as a service that can deliver specific bytes to the user. Responsible for finding
the right data (either locally or remotely) and sending it.
We see a data delivery service as something that can deliver the requested data - possibly
transforming or pre-conditioning things as needed.
A cache responds to “deliver bytes 1024 - 2048 of file /foo/bar/baz.root”.
• A data delivery service responds to “deliver the electrons and muons from events 1 - 10,000 of
dataset foo_baz_AOD”.
The IDDS will be responsible for handling user queries, determining the appropriate data source,
transforming the data (potentially working with another IDDS at the source side), deciding whether
to store it locally, and finally delivering to the user.

Event Delivery as a service!
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IDDS Architecture – Analysis Setup
Users specify needed events/columns and desired output format
• Use metadata tags (real/sim data, year, energy, run number, …)
• Any required preselection
IDDS/ServiceX:
• Queries backend (Rucio) to find data
• Gives unique token to identify request
• Access data from storage through XCache
• Validates request
• Perform data transformations
• Keeps track of data delivered and
processed; ensures all events processed
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IDDS/ServiceX Status
Currently deployed on Kubernetes clusters on GKE
and at UChicago.
• Independent auto-scaling of components based
on load
• Caching inputs using XCache.
• Uses Awkward array tools to perform calculations
on columns.
• Transformation product is also persisted by
Kafka.
• Additional Kubernetes cluster running Spark to
perform analysis step.
• This is where we we will integrate with
analysis facility prototypes in Year 2.
• Successfully cleared the “1TB” scale and in
process of going up to 10TB.

Screenshot from the status page on Google Cloud Platform. Our IDDS
work utilizes newer, Kubernetes-based deployment methodology
advocated by IRIS-HEP’s Scalable Systems Lab. This approach enables
more rapid development, iteration, and deployment.
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See presentation by
Jeff LeFevre at IRIS-

Skyhook DM

HEP topical meeting
HDF5
HDF5VOL
VOLLayer
Layer

The Skyhook Data Management project links in
a group (UCSC) - with a deep background in
distributed data storage – with the HEP
community.
The SkyHook project aims to “push down”
decisions about data organization into the
storage system.
• Since we are delivering events, not bytes, the
storage system can transform data at rest and
in flight.
We are working with the HDF5 “virtual object
layer” to keep a consistent user-level API while
changing the underlying format.
• Potential to integrate well with ServiceX.

Initial measurements
of the overhead of the
VOL layer in HDF5.
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DOMA Vision, Redux

Areas where DOMA

The DOMA team is making strategic investments
across the broad vision our whole community is
trying to advance:
• Closely collaborates with analysis systems and
SSL to deliver analysis data to dedicated
facilities.
• Collaborates with OSG on XCache and bulk
data movement.
• Ties in with the WLCG / HSF.
The strength of our team is we can have an end-toend system view from R&D to integration to
production!

team is working
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